Abslracl. We consider the collective quanlization of translational degrees of freedom of the hedgehog soliton in the Nambu-Iona-Lasinio Model, We show explicitly thal for an O(4)-invariant regularization scheme in Euclidean space-time the translational m a s obtained in the penurbative pushing model coincides with the static mas. Zeropoint energies for translation and rotation are evaluated numerically. The nucleon mass appears to be around 900 MeV.
Introduction
Spontaneously broken chiral symmey seems to be the dominant mechanism for describing hadronic phenomena at low or intermediate energies. One hopes that QCD can be simulated by an effective quark, quark-meson or even purely mesonic theory which incorporates this feature. Among all these effective chiral models, the theory of Nambu and Jona-Lasinio (NIL) [l] has received recently. It realizes the spontaneous breakdown of chiral symmetry in the formally simplest and most natural way and it has been applied quite successfully to various phenomena resulting from chiral symmetry breaking in the vacuum and the mesonic sector 121.
In addition it turned out that baryons can also be described within the model [3-61. They appear in a natural way as a solitonic bound state of Nc = 3 valence quarks in a chiral (time-independent) SU(n)-flavour meson field U ( z ) . In the mean-field approximation U ( z ) arises as the stationary point of the effective fermionic action Seff( U ( = ) ) , which is the fermion determinant obtained after formally integrating out the quark degrees of freedom. In contrast to non-relativistic many-body systems, it is essential that S,, (U(z) ) is ultraviolet divergent and has therefore to be provided with a finite w cutoff within a proper regularization scheme.
It is clear that these solitonic mean-field solutions break the rotational, isotopic and translational symmetries of the original NIL action explicitly. In order to restore them, a semi-classical collective quantization has to be performed [7] . If one assumes a hedgehog shape for the chiral field U ( z ) , which can be shown to be a self-consistent symmetry of the system [8], isotopic and rotational motion are coupled trivially, so it 1456 is enough to quantize one of them. This is done in the well known cranking approach 17-11]. which for the NIL model has been described in detail in [12, 131. In fact this quantization of the rotational degrees of freedom is necessary to identify the quantum Of course the quantization of the translational degrees of freedom also has to be performed. Pushing methods corresponding to the cranking approach of the (iso-) rotational degrees of freedom, as well as the Peierls-Yoccoz momentum projection, have been developed in non-relativistic nuclear many-body physics [7] and have also been used in the context of two-dimensional kink soliton solutions p4j. In the last few years it has turned out that with some modification these methods can also hc applied in the framework of relativistic effective soliton models, especially in various versions of the bag model, the soliton bag model of Friedberg and Lee, the Skyrme model, the chiral sigma model of Gell-Mann and Levi and the colour dielectric model [15-241. A series of investigations concerning the translational degrees of freedom in these models have been carried out using projection, boosting and also pushing techniques and it has turned out that the centre-of-mass corrections to nucleon observables (e.g. masses and radii) are significant [18-20, 23, 241.
None of these relativistic effective models, in which the translational degrees of freedom have been studied, have up to now taken the polarized Dirac sea into account. Actually, this is done in the NIL model, which incorporates the polarization of the Dirac sea from the beginning in the form of the w-divergent regularized fermion determinant. It is the objective of the present paper to review the status of the semi-classical quantization of the translational degrees of freedom and to evaluate the corresponding inertial parameter for the NIL model using the regularized form of the theory explicitly from the beginning. Furthermore, we will consider zero-point energies associated with rotation and translation in order to evaluate an improved nucleon mass. The paper is constructed as follows: section 2 reviews the conceptual background of rotational and translational cranking; section 3 evaluates the translational mass; section 4 studies zero-point energies of translational and rotational collective motion; and section 5 summarizes the paper and provides some conclusions. It can be calculated from the single-particle spectrum of the self-consistent U field by the well known Inglis formula [7], which of course appears modified due to the regularization of Se, [12, 131. Moreover, care has to be taken in performing the Wick rotation of the angular velocity w from Minkowski to Euclidean space in order to guarantee a vanishing moment of inertia for the vacuum configuration U = 1. After collective quantization of the (io-)rotational degrees of freedom, one obtains finally for the energy of a system with isospin T where M denotes the self-consistent mean-field energy:
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In the present paper we want to consider the translational degrees of freedom by pushing the space coordinates of the soliton with the velocity U:
and expanding Se,( Utr) in powers of u:
S,,(U,,(Z, t ) ) ] = S , , ( U ( Z ) ) + 7 4 P ) + f 7 v i M ' i j U j + O(v3). (2.7)
As in non-relativistic quantum mechanics the expectation value of the linear momentum (P) vanishes for static mean-field configurations, which is just a consequence of Ehrenfest's theorem:
where h denotes the stationaly single-particle Hamiltonian for a quark with constituent mass m:
with the spectrum hlX) = E~I X ) .
(2.10)
In second-order U, one obtains the Thouless-Watin parameter of the translational motion, which is called the Iranslalional mass:
It is instructive to have a glance at the non-relativistic analogue first. For an Nparticle system interacting by a purely local time-and velocity-independent one-body force, we have the static and the pushed Hamiltonians:
respectively. The corresponding solutions of the time-dependent Schriidinger equations IQ (1)) with and the total energies
in the static and the pushed system are exactly related by
(2.13)
For relativistic theories, Lorentz invariance guarantees generally that under a direction: Lorentz boost transformation in the
(2.14)
z * = z -z w = a r c t a n h u .
(2.15)
The energy of the system transforms like the zeroth component of a four-vector:
(2.16)
In the limit of small velocities U the boost (2.14) and the pushing (2.6) transformations are equivalent. Therefore, one expects that the expansion of (2.16) up to second order in v gives: time, which makes the algebra more involved.
In the next section we will give proof of the equality M' = M using the pushing ansatz for the NIL soliton. We will find that M' = M also holds in this case, as long as the regularization scheme respects Lorentz invariance in Minkowski or O(4)-invariance in Euclidean space-time, respectively. In the next step we will consider the spurious zero-point energies of the translational and fiso-)rotational motions. 'b get an estimate of their magnitude we will use the corresponding formulae from non- Se, is UV divergent and therefore has to be provided with an w cutoff, A, within a given regularization scheme. We concentrate on the scalar and pseudoessential, so, instead of Trlog D we proceed with (det DtD)llz. We demand that the regularization scheme presetves the Lorentz invariance. or the 0(4)-invariance, respectively, of the effective action 
(3.7)
The stationary points of EB=' with respect to U and n determine the self-consistent mean-field configurations: We first concentrate on the sea part, i.e. the regularized fermion determinant. Putting this into (3. respectively, where we have used the notation K,,(w) = h' +-wz + A2 (3.15)
'lhe next step is to represent the operator B t ( w j in tne form
where
The commutator representation (3.17) allows us to write down
Wllll LllW IGldLlU11, UUI cxp'w~'u1l IU1 L11G Lldl,sl*l,ullal ,,,a>> '"1 The right-hand side of (3.22) is nothing but the sea part of the expectation value in the static self-consistent mean-field configuration. It is easy to convince oneself that (3.22) holds as well, if one considers the total values (sea and valence contributions) on both sides, i.e.
(3.23)
In order to prove that the right-hand side of (3.23) vanishes, we make use of a relativistic virial theorem [26]. It is based on the fact that the meson fields are the stationary points of the action (3.8). In the Pauli-Villan regularization, this is expressed by the equation
In particular, we can take here the dilatation variation of the soliton fields = xkau/axk h n = xkalr/ax,.
(3.25)
One should notice that this variation respects the non-linear constraint of the chiral circle because 6 ( u Z + n 2 ) = 2 ( u 6~+ r r 6 r r ) = x , a k ( u 2 + r r 2 ) = o . it follows that the stationary condition (3.24) with respect to the dilatation variation (3.25) annihilates the right-hand side of (3.23) and we get M = M ' . Hence we obtain for the rest masses of the nucleon (J = T = $) and the A ( J = T = t), respectively:
The (P2) is evaluated in the present paper for the first time:
where IX) and e A denote the eigenvector and the eigenvalue of the single-particle Hamiltonian h, respectively (for details see 16, SI) , and the regularization function R( c A , A) is given by
It should be noted that the valence part has to be suppressed if eyal < 0 [31]. The expectation values ( X I P ' I X ) can easily be evaluated by expanding ]A) into the free spherical wave basis of [36] : Figure 1 shows the zero-point energies ( P 2 ) / 2 M and ( T Z ) / 2 0 = 9/80. The masses of the hedgehog M, the nucleon mass M , and the A mass M A are presented in figure 2 . One notices that the zero-point energy of the translational motion is of the order of magnitude one encounters in, for example, the projected mean-field approaches to the Gell-Mann-Levi chiral --model and similar approaches mentioned above [18-241, and which also appear in non-relativistic quark models ([37] and references therein). Furthermore, it can be seen that for small constituent masses near the critical value, m xz 350 MeV, the nucleon rest mass M , is around 900 MeV -close to its experimental value. Apparently, the nucleon is clearly bound, i.e. M , < N , m . It is very gratifying that the above corrections due to spurious rotational and translational motion of the soliton bring the nucleon energy down to its experimental value and at the same time guarantee its stability against decay into three free quarks. However, it is a bit disturbing that the zero-point energies amount altogether to something like 30% of the total rest mass, which is by no means a small correction. One has to consider bow to go beyond the present perturbation expansions in the collective velocities. 
Zero Point Energies

Mean
Conclusion
We can summarize our points as follows:
(i) We have shown explicitly that the static and the translational masses of the regularized NIL soliton are identical for Lorentz or 0(4)-invariant regularization schemes, respectively.
(ii) Zero-point energies for the rotational and translational motion are around 100 MeV and 300 MeV, respectively, yielding a nucleon rest mass of about 900 MeV.
